
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a director, strategic alliances.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for director, strategic alliances

Optimization of the Collaboration
Evaluate the potential of new data science methodologies (machine learning,
NLP, predictive modeling, ) and provide thought leadership and know-how to
scale these utilities for the broader CORE research community
Drive a coordinated approach to leverage the data and technology assets
across the company
Work across technical and strategic groups in both the commercial and R&D
organization to build and maintain strong collaborative relationships with new
and existing data partners and vendors
Demonstrate compelling business cases and establish performance metrics
for different partnerships/ventures
Facilitate execution of contracts, budget negotiations and research programs
with partner organizations
Ensure approaches are in full compliance with all legal, compliance and
regulatory requirements
Ability to champion the best ideas across disease/therapeutic areas around
building real world data/big data capabilities and partnerships, and persuade
decision makers to achieve the optimal outcome
Provide a flexible mindset with the ability to routinely predict, identify,
generate and evaluate alternatives best suited to business needs
Develop an overall vision, strategy, and execution plan with specific revenue
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Qualifications for director, strategic alliances

Coaching, developing and managing their team (National Accounts Directors,
Quest and LabCorp Relationship Managers, and associated Field Applications
Specialists) towards the achievement of organizational goals and strategies
Ownership of strong internal and external networks with groups such as
Upstream and Downstream Marketing, industry thought leaders to assure
successful development of product portfolio relevant to the alliance
partnerships
Understanding and managing the overall dynamics of the rapidly changing
diagnostics marketplace to protect/grow the existing portfolio revenue base
Building a strong relationship with HR to address the varying scope of needs
for the lab and physician sales teams
Working with Senior Leadership to make recommendations for changing sales
roles, coverage models, or team configurations in order to maximize sales
productivity and profitability
15+ years of relevant experience required with a minimum of 5 years in
commercial sales and/or marketing or managing laboratory capital sales
business, physician facing sales, and/or managing managers and their teams
preferred


